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1. THE MAIN RESULTS 
In [2], Fleming defined upper and lower values, W+ and W-, of a differ- 
ential game associated with a system of m differential equations 
an initial condition 
and a payoff 
Here y and z are players; they choose control functions y(t), s(t) that are 
measurable functions with values in given compact sets Y and 2, respectively, 
of some euclidean spaces. 
A more natural definition of upper and lower values, v+ and V-, was later 
given in Friedman [7]; it generalizes a previous approach of Varaiya and Lin 
1141. 
In all the above cited papers the authors prove under some conditions that 
the upper value is equal to the lower value; this common number is then 
called the value of the game. To state some of these results we introduce 
some conditions: 
(B,) f(t, x, y, z) is continuous in [to, Z’] x Rm x Y x 2 and 
I Iv, x3 Y, 4 < rz,(t)[l x I + 11, I = J%(t) a < a; to 
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further, for any R > 0 there is a function ks(t) such that whenever j x j < R, 
IfI <RR, 
If@, %Yx 4 -Iv, ji’,Y, 41 d &3(t) Ix - ‘ff I, l‘T 0 k*t dt<oo; 
43 
(B,) h(t, X, y, z) is continuous in [t, , T] x R” x Y x Z; 
(Fa) g(x) is continuous in Rm; 
(F) f(t, x, Y> 4, Wt x> Y, > x are uniformly Lipschitz continuous in 
(6 4, and ga > gm are uniformly Lipschitz continuous in X. 
Set 
H(t, x, Y, x, P) = P * f(t, x, Y, 4 + h(t, x, Y, -4 (P 6 R”), 
H+(t, x, P) = ys$ ‘jg H(t, x, Y, x, P), 
H-(t, x, P) = y-g $ H(t, x, Y, x, P). 
Fleming [3,4] proved: If (Br)-(Ba) and (F) hold, and if 
H+(ti x, P) = H-(t, x, P) for all t, < t < T, x E R”, p E R*, (1.4) 
then W+ = W-. The condition (1.4) is called the minimax condition, or the 
Isaacs condition. 
Friedman [7] proved: If (BJ-(Ba) hold and if 
f(4 3, Y, x> = .P(t, *, Y> + f2@> x, 4 
h(t, x, y, x) = W(t, x, Y) + h2(t, % x), 
then v+ = CT-. A special case of this result was earlier proved by Varaiya 
and Lin [14]. 
Recently Elliott and Kalton [l] proved that if (Br)-(Ba) and (F) hold, then 
w- < v-, v+ < w+. U4 
Their proofs employs the results of Fleming and relaxed controls. 
In Section 2 we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. If (Br)-(Ba) and (F) hold then 
v- = w-, v+ = w+. (1.7) 
We note that when (Br)-(Ba) hold then the solutions of (l.l), (1.2) are 
505iIz/3-4 
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uniformly bounded, say 1 x(t)] < R, f or all control functions y, z. Let 
R, > R, and set 
We shall need the following condition: 
(B4) Forallt,,<t~T,yEY,xEZ,xERm,xERm, 
I h(t, x, y, 4 - & % y, 4 < fi I x - z I> 
I&>-@)I <B”Ix---1. 
In Section 3 we shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Assume that (Bi)-(B4) hold and that for some positive 
constants y, 7, 
H+(t,%P)-H-(t,x,P) <YIPIf 
for t,, < t < T, x E R”, p E R”. Then 
v+ - v- < C,{B(B + B”)y + 7) 
U-8) 
(1.9) 
where CO is a constant depending only on T - t, . 
A similar result was proved by Elliott and Kalton [l] in case also (F) holds. 
Our proof is much simpler. 
COROLLARY. 1f (Bi)-(Bs) hold and if H+ = H- then V+ = V-. 
The proof, given by Elliott and Kalton [I], is by approximation: Approxi- 
mate f, g, h uniformly in 1 x j < R, by smooth functions fm , g, , h, . Apply 
Theorem 2 to the corresponding upper and lower values V&, , V;;l, . Taking 
first n --t co and then m -+ co the assertion V+ = V- follows. Ifg is as in (Bs), 
approximate it uniformly in 1 x / < R, by smooth functions g, . The corre- 
sponding upper and lower values Vn+, V,- satisfy: V,+ = V,-, V,+ -+ V+, 
v,- -+ v-. 
Note that the corollary extends Friedman’s result [7] in which the con- 
dition (1.5) is assumed (instead of H+ = H-). The proof in [A, however, 
is very elementary. Furthermore, it has a wide range of applicability, also 
in cases where no Hamilton-Jacobi equation exists; for instance, for games 
in restricted phase coordinates [9], games with partial differential equations 
[lo], and stochastic differential games with partial observation [I 11. 
Our proof of Theorem 1 is entirely different from the proof of (1.6) by 
Elliott and Kalton [l]. Both proofs, however, as well as the proof of 
Theorem 2, are based on Fleming’s technique in [3, 41. In [l, 3,4] the 
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authors work with stochastic difference equations. We shall work here, 
however, with stochastic differential equations. 
We finally mention that the assertion V+ = V- in [7] (under the assump- 
tions (B&(Ba) and (1.5)) is p roved for the more general payoff 
(1.10) 
where p(x) is a continuous functional on the space of continuous m-vector 
functions on [t, , T,,] endowed with the sup norm. The above corollary was 
extended by Elliott and Kalton [l] also to the payoff (1.10). Their argument 
can be used to extend Theorem 2 to such a payoff. 
PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Since the solutions of (l.l), (1.2) are uniformly bounded, without loss of 
generality we may assume, in proving Theorem 1, that 
(G) The functions f(t, X, y, x), h(t, X, y, z), g(x) vanish if 1 x ] > I?, , 
where R, is some positive number. 
For any E > 0, consider the Cauchy problem 
(awpt) + (<2/Z) A w + H+(t, x, V,W) = 0 in to d t < T, (2.1) 
WV, 4 = g(x) if xERm. (2.2) 
By [5,6,3, or 131, there exists a unique solution WE+ of (2.1), (2.2), and, for 
all t,, <t, f < T, XER”, HER”, 
1 qt, x) - qt, x)] < C(l t - f p/2 + 1 x - Pp) 
for Z = We+, DzWG+, D, WE+* DE2 We+, 
forsomeO<a<l. 
(2.3) 
Similarly there exists a unique solution W,- of the Cauchy problem 
(aW/llt) + (c2/2) A W + H-(t, x, V,W) = 0 in to < t < T, (2.4) 
WCC 4 = g(x) if XER” (2.5) 
and (2.3) holds with W,+ replaced by WC-. We shall prove 
THEOREM 3. If (BJ-(Bs) and (F), (G) hold then 
w,+(fo f x3 - v+ as E --+ 0, 
W,-(4l , %> -+ v- as E+O. 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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Fleming [3,4] proved that 
as E -+ 0. (2.8) 
Combining Theorem 3 with (2.8), th e assertion of Theorem 1 follows. 
The proof of (2.8) in [3,4] employs stochastic difference equations. 
We shall work with stochastic differential equations 
where w(t) is an m-dimensional Brownian motion (for the theory of such 
equations see, for instance, [12]). 
Take a partition of [to , T] into N intervals of equal length 6: 
to < t, < *-a < tN-l < tN = T, t3 - tj-l = 6. 
Denote by V8(t, x) the upper &value of the game as defined in Friedman 
[7, lo]. As proved in [8], 
li 
t2+1 
V8(tz , x) = inf sup h(s, 44, Y(S), 44) ds + V8(tz+, x(tz+,) . 
AS,Z+I j-&k+1 tl I 
(2.10) 
Here Y, , 2, are the spaces of control functions y(t), z(t), respectively, 
restricted to the interval Is = (tjvl , 9 , t.1. Ll,,,,, is any control function z(s) in 
Z,,, and P,z+l is any mapping from Z,,, into Y,,, ; y(s) is the image of a(s) 
under the mapping Plz+l, and x(s) is the corresponding trajectory. 
We now define by induction on 1 functions V,“(tz , x): 
VZ(tz , z) = inf SUP E [Ji:” W, X(s), Y(S), 44 ds + V2(tz+, , Wz+d/. 
As, z+l l-s3 lil 
(2.11) 
and y;S( T, x) = g(x). X( s is a solution of the stochastic differential Eq. (2.9) ) 
in t, < s < tz,, under the initial condition X(tJ = x. Note that X(s) is 
a random variable X(s, w) and VE8(tz+1, X(&+J) is the random variable 
li;6(tz+, 2 wz+, > WN 
We recall [7, lo] that 
Vs(tz , x) = inf sup **a inf sup [j” W> 44, ~(4 4)) ds + &(h))~ > 
A8,z+l r8*z+1 Aa,N r8.N tk 
(2.12) 
where A 6,3 is any mapping 
zz,, x yz, x *-* x z,-, x Yj-1 -+ zj 
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and P*r is any mapping 
LEMMA 1. Let (Br)-(Ba) and (F), (G) hold. Then 
The proof is by induction on 1. For simplicity we give the proof in case 
1 = iV - 2; it will then become obvious how to proceed in the general 
case. Now, as in the case E = 0, one gets 
~Eviv-2 I z) = inf 
As,N-I 
(2.14) 
where E,,, denotes, as usual, the expectation given that X(s) takes the initial 
value x at time s. Set 
M(X) = ,Iml W, X(s), Y(S), 4s)) ds f gV’(tivN- (2.15) 
By the Markov property [12, p. 671 one has 
EE x(t,~,t~JW? = EEW(X) IX(k11= ~WX). (2.16) 
Substituting this into the right-hand side of (2.14), the assertion (2.13) 
for E = N - 2 follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let (B1)-(Bs) and (F), (G) hold. Then, for aZl N, 
I ~,“@I3 9%I> - v*(t, , x,)l < cc (2.17) 
where C is a constant independent of N. 
Proof. Given A, , P there is a unique outcome y(s), x(s). Denote by 
x(t) and X(t) the solutions of (l.l), (1.2) and (2.9) corresponding to y(s), 
x(s). Then, an easily seen, 
E j X(t) - x(t)]2 < C s” E / X(s) - +)I2 ds + Ce2(t - t,), 
to 
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so that 
E 1 X(t) - x(t)j2 < C”e2(t - t,,) 
where C’ is a constant independent of y(s), x(s). 
From (2.18) and the Lipschitz continuity of h, g in x it follows that 
(2.18) 
- g(x( T))j2 < CE2, 
where C” is a constant independent ofy(s), z(s). If we now use (2.12), (2.13), 
then (2.17) follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let (Br), (BJ and (F), (G) hold. Then for any E > 0 there is 
a constant M(E) such that for all IV, 
forO<l<N,xER*. 
Proof. We first prove that 
W,“(tl. , x) < w,+(t$ ) x) + M(e)(T - tJ w2. (2.20) 
The proof is by induction. If I= N, then 
We proceed to prove (2.20), assuming that it is true for 1 + 1. Set, for 
simplicity, W(t, x) = W,+(t, x) and write 
We shall denote various constants depending on E but not on the control 
functions y(s), z(s) and N by the same symbol A. Let X(t) be a solution of 
(2.9) in (t, , t,,,) with X(tJ = X. 
By Taylor’s formula and (2.3), 
Wl,, P -qtz+1>> = W(tr ,4 + w-s + w, * (x(tl+l> - 4 
+ wKy,(&(tz+1) - Xwm+d - 4 + 6 
where 
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Since E 1 X(t,+,) - x I4 < AP, we obtain 
E j 6 1 < A61+“/2. 
Since 
we get 
+ EWz+, > X(tz*1)> + o(s1’a’2). 
Using (2.1) it follows that 
for some p, -l<p<l. 
From (2.11) we deduce: For any A > 0 there is a map p8*z+1 such that 
for any &,z+l = 44, 
where y(s) is the image of x under p8pz+l. Hence 
V,s(tz 2x1 e E if:” Ws, X(s), Y(S), 44, WA ds 
(2.22) 
s 
tz+1 
- w, * As> X(s)> Y(S), 4s)) ds + Ve-Vz,, a 
tz 
Wz+J/ + A. 
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We shall now prove (2.20). By the inductive hypothesis, 
VevZ,l > 4 G wsf(~z+l > 4 + M(W - 4+1> w2 
for all x E Rm. 
(2.23) 
Choose S(S) = FZ where z is such that 
yEy H@z 3 x, Y, z, WJ < H+(4 , x, W,) + A. 
Then 
W, , x, Y(S), Q), W,) < H+(f, , x, W,) + X 
for any y(s). Since, for t, < s < tl,, , 
IH(s,X,y,x,W~)--(tz,x,y,x,W~)I GAIX--I+& 
it follows that 
E I Ws, X(s), y(s), a(s), W,) - H+(tz , x, W,)l 
< AE / X(s) - x 1 + AS + x < AW + A. 
Thus, from (2.22), (2.23), 
V,“(G , x) < sH+(t, , x, W,) - W, - E j::“ib, X(s), y(s), W> ds 
+ EW@z+, > x(tz+l)) + M(E)(T - t, - S) w2 + AS312 + 2h, 
where 7 = I’ “6~z+1~ and x(s) is the solution of (2.9) in (ta , t,,,) when y = 7, 
x = if, X(tJ = x. If we now use (2.21), we get 
Vz(ta , x) < W(tl , x) + M(c)(T - t, - 6) SaL12 + AS1+a12 + 2h. 
Taking 2h = P+N/~, M(E) > A + 1, the assertion (2.20) follows. 
Similarly one can prove 
V2( t, ) x) 3 we+( t, ) x) - M( T - tJ s+. 
Here we use the fact that 
(2.24) 
inf sup I (y(s), z(s)) = sup inf I(y(s), x(s)), 
As,~+~ l-s*z+’ +sz+l 4,z+1 
where I is any bounded payoff. This implies that for any h > 0 there exists 
a 0” 8,1+1 = s(s) such that for any y(s) 
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Further, 
F-y H(s, x, Y> qs), WCC> b ff+(f, 3, WA, 
so that there exists a control S(S) for which 
w, X, Y”(S), 544, i-42 3 H+(s, X, wsj - a. 
We can now complete the proof of (2.24) similarly to the proof of (2.20). 
Combining Lemma 3 with Lemma 2, we get 
1 vyt, ) x0) - w,+(to )x,)1 < CE + M(E)(T - t,) w2. 
Taking 6 -+ 0 and noting (by [lo]) that V(t, , x0) --+ V*, we obtain the 
inequality 
/ v+ - w,+(t, ) x,)1 < cc. (2.25) 
This yields (2.6). Similarly one proves (2.7). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
We may assume that the definitions of f, h, g have been modified for 
/ x / > R, in such a way that they vanish if 1 x j > R, and that B, B*, B 
remain unchanged. 
First we prove (1.9) in case that also (F) holds. 
In what follows we shall denote by C any one of various positive constants 
which depend only on T - t, . 
LEMMA 4. If (B1)-(BJ hold and f, g, h have been modified as above, and if 
(F) holds, then 
/ V:(tz, x) - V,“(t, a)\ < CB(B + B*) j x - E j (3.1) 
fo~allO~I~N,~~R”,~~Ii~, where C is a constant independent of N. 
The proof uses the representation (2.13) for VEs(ta, X) and is very similar 
to the corresponding proof for V(t, X) in Friedman 17, lo]. 
From Lemma 3 we have 
v,v, 4 -+ we+@, 4 if 6-+-O 
for any t of the form to + j( T - tJ/h, k andj are positive integers andj < R. 
Combining this with (3.1) we conclude that 
1 W<+(t, x) - W,+(t, iv)/ < CB@ + B*) j x - E i. 
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Hence 
j v,w,+(t, x)1 < Cl@ + B”). 
Let W, = I$‘,+ - I$‘-, and write 
H s H+(t, x, VgWc+) - H-(t, x, V,W,-) 
= [H+(t, x, V,WE+) - H-(t, x, V,W,+)] 
+ [H-(t, x, V$WE+) - H-(t, x, VP-)] = HI + H, . 
(3.2) 
Since H-(t, x, p) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition in p with coefficient 
K=SUP lfl, 
I 4 I d K I VJK I. 
From (1.8) and (3.2), we have 
If&I drIV,W,+I+y~C~(~+~*)y+~. 
It follows that 
IH-eV,WcI <CE@+B*)y+~-y*, 
where e = e(t, 3) is a bounded function, i.e., j e / < K. Using (2.1), (2.3) 
and (2.2), (2.4) we can then write 
(aWEPt) + (42) A W, + 46 4 V,W, 3 -Y* (to < t < T, xeRm), 
W,(T, x) = 0 (x E R”). 
The function U(t, x) = y*r-t satisfies 
(aU/i?t) + (e2/2) AU + e(t, x) V,U = -y*eTwt < -y* 
if to < t < T, x E Rm, and 
U(T, x) 3 0 = W,(T, x) if XE Ii”. 
Since W, and U remain bounded as I x / + co, a version of the maximum 
principle [6, p. 431 implies that U 3 W, if t, < t < T, x E Rm, so that 
Wt(to , x0) < er+y*. (3.3) 
Taking E + 0 and using Theorem 3 the assertion (1.9) follows. 
So far we have assumed that (F) holds. If (F) does not hold then we appro- 
ximate f, h, g uniformly by functions fn , h, , g, satisfying (F) [in addition to 
(B1)-(BJ. By what we have proved so far, the corresponding upper and lower 
values iYn+, V,- satisfy 
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where CO depends only on T - to . Here B, , & , B,* are defined similarly 
to B, B, B*, and we may take 
Bn-tB, B,-+B, B,” --+ B” as n--+oo. 
Since, an easily seen, V,+ -+ V+, V,- -+ V-, the assertion (1.9) follows. 
Remark. The results of this paper remain valid when Y, Z are separable 
compact metric spaces. In particular (see [l]), when Y, 2 are the spaces of 
relaxed controls A,, A, with values in some compact subsets Y’, 2’ of 
euclidean spaces. The payoff is then 
For this game the minimax condition always holds. 
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